An online revolution for Electronic Certificates of Origin
Certifiers looking for smarter and more effective ways of facilitating global trade need look no further than eCertify

Exporting is a complex process often involving up to 27 parties and over 40 documents. Current practice sees many documents such as Certificates of Origin mailed or couriered to the certifier to be processed—an inefficient, error-prone and costly paperwork-driven process for Exporters and Freight Forwarders/Agents.

**eCertify presents the solution**

eCertify has designed, developed and refined a complete solution to the challenges exporters and freight forwarders/agents face with global trade.

We provide certifiers with the ability to turn existing paper-based processes into a seamless and streamlined electronic system for stamping and signing. The eCertify platform provides real cost savings and efficiency gains for all parties involved.

**Benefits for certifiers, exporters & freight forwarders include:**

- Faster document certification
- Reduced costs—no reliance on couriers or mail methods of delivery
- Reduced manual data entry
- Immediate notification regarding certificate acceptance or rejection
- Industry standard, designed to work for all type of electronic submissions
- Integrates with virtually any software platform

Every Chamber of Commerce in New Zealand and Australia, many in the United States and a growing number in Canada, Norway and South Africa have adopted eCertify. It has become the standard for electronic certification. Here’s why:

- eCertify removes the financial barriers to entry for certifiers using the service
- It is a low cost, easy to use system that seamlessly manages the entire process
- eCertify caters for all submission types, allowing exporters and freight forwarders to electronically process their export documents irrespective of how they are created

**Software Vendors**

Software vendors can integrate with eCertify for exporters and freight forwarders to submit certificates to a Chamber without the need to re-key information. This is called:

**eCert Direct**

- Provides a solution for your customers allowing them to directly connect with chambers
- Automatically updates with compliance requirements
- Adds value for vendor customers
- Reduces development cost

**OUR CHAMBERS SPEAK FOR US...**

“... a big step in the evolution of document certification. The ability to preview, certify/reject or comment on documents makes the process fast and easy to use”

South Australian Employers’ Chamber of Commerce & Industry

www.ecertify.com
Discover Why eCertify has set the world standard for electronic certification

Stamped, Signed, Certified, Returned. Fast!
eCertify provides exporters and freight forwarders with three submission methods to help them to comply with international standards

- **eCert WebDocs**: Use your Chamber website to create and receive your Certificates online
- **eCert Direct**: Use your Vendor Software to send Electronic Certificates of Origin
- **eCert Submit**: Send complete or editable PDF versions of your certificates online

---

**eCert Chamber**

The eCert Chamber software platform has been designed and developed for Chambers of Commerce. It provides them with a seamless method for the receipt, review, stamping and return of certified documents online for any registered user.

**eCert Chamber implementation is simple** – a Chamber can be up and running in a matter of days. Importantly, eCertify has removed the financial barriers to entry that have traditionally prevented Chambers accessing eCertificate of Origin technology – **there are no development and maintenance costs!**

**Benefits**

Chambers of Commerce using eCertify report greatly reduced certification processing times, resulting in significant time and cost savings to Chambers and their members. Exporters and freight forwarders can receive responses to their requests within minutes/hours rather than days.

www.ecertify.com
The eCertify process is easy!

1. Exporters/freight forwarders register and are approved by a Chamber of Commerce
2. Choose a submission method and send your certificate and supporting documentation to your Chamber
3. Chamber reviews, accepts, applies the stamps and signatures and returns by email notification

OUR CHAMBERS SPEAK FOR US...

“The introduction of eCertify is literally electrifying the Certificate of Origin market in the United States. The early adopter chambers are thrilled with how easily and effectively it works and we at ACCE are proud to bring this groundbreaking service to our members”

Chris Mead, Senior Vice President
Association of Chamber of Commerce Executives (ACCE)